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SECOND ORDER CONNECTIONS

ROBERT H. BOWMAN

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to investigate certain higher order structures on
an ^-dimensional C°° manifold M, obtained by defining a connection on the
bundle 2

QΠ: 2M —> M. 2M has been called the second extension of M by the
present writer [1], and the second order tangent bundle by Yano and Ishihara
[4].

We first define a second order connection on M as a connection on \U: 2M
—> M which induces a (first order) connection on M. It then follows that a
second order connection of M defines a unique vector bundle structure on
\U\ 2M —• M and thus allows us to define the connection map [2], [3] of a
second order connection. Covariant differentiation of a section of the vector
bundle jj/7: 2M —> M with respect to a vector field on M is defined. This
determines a concept of higher order parallelism and consequently two types
of geodesies in M, which we call first and second order geodesies.

Given a (first order) connection on M we show that it induces a second order
connection on M, and that if the first order connection is linear, then so is the
induced second order connection. The case of a second order connection
induced from a linear (first order) connection is investigated in detail. We show
that in this case the first order geodesies are the usual geodesies (of the first
order connection) of M, and that there are second order geodesies of M which
are not first order geodesies. Using these second order geodesies we define a
family of exponential maps and the related family of normal coordinates of M,
which include the usual exponential map and normal coordinates as a special
case.

We define the second order torsion tensor of a second order induced linear
connection, and the second order Riemannian metric induced from a
Riemannian metric on M. In the case that the first order connection is
Riemannian we show that the induced second order connection is Riemannian
with respect to the induced second order metric of the canonical first order
metric. We define the second order curvature tensor of the induced linear
second order connection, and the associated second order Riemann-Christoffel
tensor, which may be used to define two natural invariants Kτ and Ku which
we call the 1st and Πnd second order curvatures of M respectively.

Communicated by K. Yano, May 10, 1971.
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2. Notation and preliminary remarks

Suppose that M is an ^-dimensional C°° manifold, which we suppose is
Hausdorfϊ. Then we may form the tangent bundle \Π: TM —> M of M and the
tangent bundle Tπ\ TTM -> TM of TM. From the commutative diagram

TTM -ί-A TM

(2.1) Γ.J jj/7
ΓM • M

we see that TTM is also a vector bundle under the tangent map J/7* of \Π.
If we take

(2.2) 2M = μ |Λ <= TTM, T ^ = J/7^} ,

then 2M is an imbedded submanifold of TTM, and we have the sequence of
C°° manifolds and C°° maps [1]

(2.3) °M< ιM < 2M
£77 */7

where °M — M, XM = TM, and ?77 is the restriction of \Π* to 2M, from which
we see that both \Π\ 2M -» TM and 2

QΠ:2M-+ M, where jj/7 = J77 o 277, are
fiber bundles.

If (U, φ) is a coordinate chart of M with coordinate functions a*, / = 1,
•••,«, then the partial derivatives 9/9**, / = 1, , n, form a basis of the
tangent space TMP( = MP) at each point p € U. Thus by employing the sum-
mation convention or lower case Latin indices, each Xv e \Π~ι(U) may be ex-
pressed in the form

(2.4) Xp = x"d/dx*(p) ,

and hence \Π~ι{U) becomes a chart of TM with the In coordinate functions
xOί = x\ xH = X(xι). Repeating this process we obtain a set of An coordinate
functions on TVo\Π' ι{U) c TTM; however the denning condition (2.2) of
2M implies that the second and third sets of n coordinate functions are equal
[1], and this determines on 2M Π T^1 o \Π"ι(JJ) a set of 3n coordinate functions
xH, xu, x2ί. In each case these coordinates are called the coordinates induced
by (Uyφ), or simply the induced coordinates. We note that 2M is a fiber bundle
but not a vector bundle relative to the induced coordinates.

3. Second order connections

Definition. A connection on the bundle \U: 2M —• M is a C°° left splitting
V of the exact sequence
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(3.1) 0 > V2M -L> T2M i IΠ~1TM > 0 .

Here IΠ~1TM denotes the pull-back of TM, W the natural map denned by the
tangent map \TI^ and / the inclusion map. In terms of the induced coordinates
on 2M, (3.1) becomes locally

0 — > (x\ x\ x2 0, y\ y2) -U {x\ x\ x2 y\ y\ y2)

Since VJ = Id, the identity on V 2M, we see that V(x°,x\x2; 0 ,/ ,/ ) =
(JC°, x\ x2 0, y\ y2) and hence that

(33)
= (x°, x\ x2 0, Ϋ + ω\x\ x\ x2)y\ f + ω\x\ x\ x2)γ) ,

where ω1 and ω2 are the local components of the connection.
Definition. A connection on \U: 2M —> M is a second order connection on

M provided that there exists a C°° left splitting K of

0 _> VTM -> ΓΓM -> IΠ-'TM -> 0

such that

(3.4) J/

FTM <-Γ- TΓM

commutes. In terms of induced coordinates this means the local components
of connection satisfy the condition

ω\x\x\x2) = ώ(x\xι) ,

i.e., ωι is independent of x2, whence

(35) w * 1 ' * 2 ; ? 0 ' ? 1 ' ^ )
= (x°, x\ x2 0, y1 + ω1^0, x1)/, y2 + ω2(jc°, JC1, c2)/) .

We call V the (first order) connection on M induced by the second order
connection V.

Theorem 3.1. Each second order connection on M determines a unique
vector bundle structure on\U\ 2M —» M such that with each chart of M there
is associated a vector bundle chart of 2M. Moreover, this vector bundle
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structure allows us to define the connection map of the given second order
connection.

Proof. Let D: TTM —> TM be the connection map of the connection V,
(this means that D: VTM -> TM is an isomorphism determined by V) [2] [3].
Then TTM has the unique vector bundle structure over M determined by the
diίϊeomorphism [6]

(3.6) i/7# Θ D Θ Tπ: TTM -> TM 0 TM 0 TM (Whitney Sum)

and is denoted by σ: TTM —• M.
If ([/, φ) is a chart of M, then the induced chart in TM determines a vector

bundle chart (or KS-chart) via (3.6). Since 2M is the imbedded submanifold
of TTM consisting of points A such that IΠ^A = TΠA we see that if

Δ\TM®TM->TM®TM®TM

is the natural isomorphism of TM 0 TM onto J77* φ i) 0 TΠ(2M), then

and so we may give 2M the structure of a vector bundle over M via the
diffeomorphism

(3.7) \Π*@D: 2M->TM@TM

which determines a KB-chart on 2M for each chart of M.
If Λt e TΎM, then in terms of the induced coordinates A = AOίdoi + AHdH

where dQi = 3/3^*, 3 U = 3/3JCU, and we have

so

we

(3.

that

Ϊ see

.8)

Now if

if we

that

A e '

take

!M, we

D{A)

have IΠ

= U1* + <*)(*

du - ωHdv ,

i) — dot •> \1

= 0 , D

>k A = i # ^ 4 , SO

XI--

<(XΌ =

that

= 9u »

= 0 ,

: 3oi

= xHXf + (A1* + xιW$Xvj .

Thus we see that if (x°, x1, x2) are the coordinates of 2M induced from a given
chart of M, then the associated F2?-coordinates on 2M are
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(3.9) zH = xOί , zH = xH , z2i = x2i + xljωuj(x°, x1) .

Since lΠ(z°, z1, z2) = z°, we see that the exact sequence (3.1) once again has
the form (3.2) in terms of the KB-coordinates:

0 -* (z°, z\ z2 0, v\ v2) - (z°, z\ z2 v°, v\ v2)

( \ \ 2 ; v Q ) 0

and

= (z°, z1, z2 0, v1 + ω\z\ zι)V\ v2 + ω\z\ z\ Z2)v°)

where ωι and ω2 are the local components of the second order connection
relative to the KB-coordinates, although we will use the same symbol as
before.

Since 2M is a vector bundle relative to the KB-coordinates, there is connec-
tion map D of the second order connection. This map is obtained in the usual
manner by identifying V 2M with IΠ~12M (the pull-back of 2M over itself) and
applying the natural map of the pull-back which takes IΠ~12M onto 2M. It is
necessary that 2M be a vector bundle in order that this be possible.

In terms of F2?-coordinates the connection map D becomes

D(z°, z\ z2 / , y\ y2) = (z°, yι + ω\z\ zι)y\ y2 + ω2(z°, z1, z 2)/) .

If BeT2M, then B = Boίd/dzOί + BHd/dzH + B2ίd/dz2ί, and thus for D we
have

(3.11) D(B) = (BH + ω»(z°, zWWΪ + (B2ί + a?)(z\ z\ Z2)B^)X\ .

If A : M -^ 2M is a C°° section of the vector bundle Q/7 : 2M —> M, and X a
vector field on M, then the covariant derivative of A with respect to X is
denned to be

DXA = DA^X .

If X = f*dί5 and >4 = AHX\ + /4UX£ locally, then we have the local expression

DXA =

If \ΐl*PχA — 0, we will say that A is first order parallel with respect to X
if DDΣA = 0, we will say that A is second order parallel with respect to X
and if both of these conditions are satisfied, we will say that A is parallel with
respect to X.
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If γ: / —> M is a C°° curve, then its canonical lift is the section γf of ΓM
over γ obtained by associating with each point γ(t) the tangent vector to γ at
that point. Similarly we associate with each point f(t) its tangent vector in
TTM to obtain the second canonical lift y". In terms of local coordinates
we see that if x%t) = xιoγ{t), then f(t) = (x(t),x'(t)) and γ"(t) =
(x(t)9x'(t),x'(t),x"(t)). Thus we see that γ"(t) C 2M, and hence it may be
defined by the coordinates

(3 13) χH = Xί(t) ' χH = Xί{t) ' χH = X ί ( t ) ' ° r

ZH = **(0 , * u = **'(*) , zu = JC«"(O + ω^jc, Λ0JC^(0 ,

where the JC'S are induced coordinates, and the z's are the associated VB-
coordinates. From (3.12) we have

(3.14) Df7" = (JC«" + α^(*,*0*O*,Λ + (^2ί' + ω2j(x,^,z2)^')Z? .

We will say that γ is a first order geodesic provided that \Π*Dy,y" = 0, and
that 7* is a second order geodesic if DDτ,γ" — 0.

4. Higher order geodesies

If we choose a coordinate chart (£7, φ) of M containing a point p, then we
may define a local isomorphism of the vector bundle IΠ\IΠ~\Ό): 2

0Π~1(U) —•
M into the vector bundle σ: TΎM —> M by

(4.1) I(z°;z\z2) = (z°;0,z\z2) .

Since this is independent of the chart chosen, there is then defined a global
map

(4.2) / : 2 M - > Γ T M

which locally has the form (4.1). Then we obtain the tangent map

/*: T2M-^ TTM

which has the local form

/*(z°, z\ z2 Λ y\ y2) = U°, 0, z\ z2 / , 0, y\ y2) .

Let 5 be the symmetry map S: TTM -> TTM, [3].
Theorem 4.1. £αcΛ ( r̂5 ί orί/^r) connection on M induces a unique second

order connection on M whose connection map is given by I^SD^SS^I* and
whose left splitting map is (SS^iyψ^SSJ^).

Proof. We first note that a (first order) connection on M may be lifted to
a connection (called the complete lift in [5]) on Tπ: TTM -> TM with left
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splitting map V = (SS^-ψ^SS*) and connection map D = SD^SS*, [3].
Locally D has the form

D(a, b,c,d; a, β, γ, δ) = (a, b,γ + ω(a, c)a, δ + ω(a, c)β + ω\a, c)(b, d)a) ,

where ω(a, c) is the local component of the first order connection, and ω'(a, c)
its derivative. Thus, if we define

(4.3) D = I-'DI* ,

we have

D(z\ z\ t y\ y\ y2) = I~ιD{z\ 0, z\ z2 y\ 0, y\ y2)

(4.4) = l-\z\ 0, Ϋ + ω(z°, z1)/, f + ω\z\ z1)®, z2)y°)

= (z\Ϋ + ω{z\zι)y\y2 + ω\z\zιmz2)γ) ,

which we see is a second order connection on M. That the left splitting map
has the required form may be seen by a similar calculation using

(SS*)-Ύ*(SS*)(a, b,c,d; a, β, γ, δ)

= (a, b, c, d 0, 0, γ + ω(a, c)a, δ + ω(a, c)β + ω'{a, c)(b, d)a) .

If D is linear on the 2

0Π* fibers of 2

0Π* :T2M-+ TM, then we will say that
the associated second order connection, which we will henceforth also denote
by D, is linear. In terms of KB-coordinates this means that

(4.5) ω\z\ Ϊ)Ϋ = Γ\z«)(z\ yQ) , ω\z\ z\ Z2)Ϋ = Γ\zQ)((z\ z2), / ) .

This may be seen by noting that ω\z\ _ ) is a linear map Rn -> L(Rn, Rn) for
each z° e U, and is thus an element of L(Rn, L(Rn, Rn)) « L\Rn,Rn). The
corresponding Γ: U —> D(Rn, Rn) (under this topological isomorphism) is the
local component of the linear connection. If ω is the local component of a
linear (first order) connection on M, then

as above. Since

ω'(a, b)(c, d)e = Dγω{a9 b)(c, e) + D2ω(a, b)(d, e) ,

where Dx and D2 are the partial derivatives with respect to the first and second
variables respectively, and

Dxω{a, b)(c, e) = Γ\a)(b, c, e) , D2ω{a, b)(d, e) = Γ(ά)(d, e) ,

we have
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(4.6) α/(α, b)(c, d)e = Γ'(a)(b, c, e) + Γ(a)(d, e) .

Upon using (4.6) in (4.4) we see that

(4.7) D(z\ z\ z2 y\ y\ y2) = (z\ y1 + Γ(z°)(z\ y°), y2 + Γ(z°)(z2, y0)) ,

and we have the following corollary to Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.1. Each (first order) linear connection on M induces a second

order connection on M, which is also linear and has the form (4.7).
Theorem 4.2. // D is a second order connection on M induced from a

linear (first order) connection D on M, then the geodesies of D are geodesies
of D. However, there are geodesies of D which are not geodesic of D.

Proof. In the case of a second order connection induced from a linear
(first order) connection we see from (3.14) that the equations of a first order
geodesic in M become

(4.8) JC*" + Γ)kx
j'xk' = 0 ,

which are the classical equations for a geodesic in M relative to the first order
connection. Also from (3.14) we see that the equations of a second order
geodesic are

(4.9) z2i' + r%xj'z2k = 0 , z2i = xι" + Γ)kx
j'xk' ,

which are equivalent to

x1'" + Γ%χyfχk' + 2Γ%χyχk" + r)knmxJ'xl'x™'

+ (dΓ%/dxι)χJ'xk'x1' = 0 .

From (4.10) we see that for any set of initial conditions (xi(t0)9x
i\tQ)9x

i"(ί0))
(alternately Ot*(ίo), **'(*„)> £2<(*o)) t n e r e exists a unique solution satisfying these
initial conditions. From (4.9) we see that if z2ί(t0) = 0, then the corresponding
solution to these equations is z2ί(t) = 0, and this condition is satisfied if and
only if x%t) is a first order geodesic. Hence each first order geodesic of M is
also a second order geodesic of M. On the other hand, if z2ί(t^ Φ 0, then
Z2ί(t) Φ 0, and there are second order geodesies of M, which are not first
order geodesies.

Theorem 4.3. Suppose that D is a second order connection on M induced
from a linear (first order) connection on M. Then for each pair consisting of
a vector A e TMV and a 3-covariant TMp-valued tensor T at p, there corre-
sponds an exponential map (depending on D) which maps a neighborhood of
0 in TMP diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood of p in M. If A = 0, this is
the usual exponential map (of the first order connection).

Proof. From the form of the differential equations (4.10) we see that if
7{χ,A) is ώe second order geodesic through a point p with initial conditions
jc(θί) = p, x'(0) = X, z\0) = A, then
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(4.H) hz.A)(t) = 7«χ,t*A)0) ,

when γ{XtA)(t) is defined. Take

Exp(i5)y) (X, A) = ΐ(χtT(A,x,X))\Ό 5

when the right hand side is defined. From (4.11) we see that if t Φ 0, then

(4-12) 7{X,τu,x,χ))d}

and thus for any A we see that if X is sufficiently small, then ExρiPfT) (X, A)
is defined. Suppose that IA: X —> (X, v4), and define exp(PfT>A): ΓMP —• M by

(4.13) exp ( P f Γ f i l ) (X) = Exp{PfT)oIA(X) .

If 37O: TMP —> (TMp\ is the isomorphism of TMP onto its tangent space at 0
obtained by assigning to each X e TMP the tangent vector X e (TMP)O to the
curve tX at t = 0, then

(exp{PtTιA))% (X) = tangent vector to the curve exp(PfTtA) (tX) at t = 0 .

However

which is a second order geodesic through p with initial condition /(O) = X.
Thus

(4.14) (exp (p,^))* W - X ,

which implies that ( e x p ^ y ^ ) * is onto and hence an isomorphism. Using the
inverse function theorem we may conclude that expiPtTtA) is a diffeomorphism
of a neighborhood of 0 in TMP onto a neighborhood of p in M. The second
part of the theorem follows from the fact that γ(χt0)(t) is a first order geodesic.

Remark. A canonical choice for T(A, X,X) is R(A,X)X where R is the
curvature tensor of the first order connection.

We may use Theorem 4.2 to obtain a family of normal coordinate systems
at each p eλί. Choose a basis {e19 , en} of TMP, and let {u1, , un) be the
dual basis in TM*. Then

(4.15) x* = u'oQxp-l^

is a normal coordinate system on some neighborhood of p in M. We note that
each curve through p with coordinates xι = f ̂  is a second order geodesic with
initial conditions (X, A), where X = f^ for

= 7{tX,T{A,tX,tX))(X) = 7(.X,T(A,X,X))(t) .
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Remark. If A = aιX\ relative to the basis X\, then (Γ\X = a1 in the
normal coordinates.

5. Higher order curvature

If D is the second order connection on M induced from a linear (first order)
connection D on M, then for a C°° section A of the vector bundle \H: 2M —>
M and a vector field X on M from (4.7) and (3.12) we see that

(5.1) DXA = (IΠ*DXA, D(DXA)) = (Dx ]Π*A, DXD(A)) .

If A and B are C°° sections of §77: 2M —> M, then we take

W, B] (IIΠ^A, W*B

Z ^ £ = ( 5 lπ^A IΠ*B, 33(A)D(B)) .

We define a second order tensor Tr

s on M as a mapping of the product of r
copies of the module £fi of C°° sections of the vector bundle \U: 2M —> M over
the ring C°°(M) of C°° functions on M, with s copies of the dual ^ * of Q), into
C°°(M) which is C°°(M) linear in each variable. Then we define the second
order torsion tensor

(5.3) Tor (A, B) = DAB - DBA - [A, B] .

It follows from (5.2) that

Tor (A, B) = (£77* Tor (A, B), D Tor (A, B))

= (Tor QΠ+A, \Π*B), for (D(A), D(B))) ,

where Tor is the torsion of 3. Thus we see that Tor is a bilinear, over C°°(M),
map of Q) X ^ into C°°(M) and hence a second order tensor on M. Thus we
have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that D is the second order connection induced by

a linear {first order) connection on M. Then Tor = 0 // and only if Tor = 0.
Definition. A second order Riemannian metric on M is a positive definite

inner product <( , ) on each fiber lΠ~ι(p) of the vector bundle \Π\ 2M —• M
having the property that if A, B e ^ , then the function defined by (A, B}p =
(Ap, Bp} belongs to C^iM).

If ζX, Yy is a Riemannian metric (first order) on M, then it induces the
second order Riemannian metric

(5.5) <A, By = <IΠ*A, Ji7*B> + ζD(A), D(B)>

on M, where A, B e S>.
Definition. A second order linear connection on M is the Riemannian

connection associated with a given second order metric provided that
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(5.6) Tor (A, B) = 0 , X{A, B> = <DZA, B} + {A, DXB} ,

where A, B € 3>, and X is a vector field on M.
Theorem 5.2. // D is the linear (first order) Riemannian connection

associated with a given (first order) metric < , >, then the second order con-
nection D on M induced by D is the Riemannian connection associated with
the second order metric induced by ( , y.

Proof. That Tor (A, B) = 0 follows from the fact that D is Riemannian
and Theorem 5.1. Since

XζA, By = X<?oΠ*A, IΠ^By + X<fi(A)9 D(B)y ,

and D is Riemannian with respect to the metric on the right, we have

X(A, By = (Dx W*A,lΠ*By + <J/7^, Dx IΠ^By

+ (DxD(A),D(B)y + (D(A),DxD(B)y .

Using (5.1) and (5.5) we have

We take

(5.7) R(X,Y)A = DXDYA - DYDXA - DίXtY1A ,

where X, Y are vector fields on M, A e @, and D is a linear second order
connection on M. If D is the second order connection induced by a linear
(first order) connection, then from (5.1)

DXDYA = QΠ*DXDYA,DDXDYA) = (DXDY\Π^A,DXDYD(A)) ,

and so we see that

R(X, Y)A = QΠ*R(X, Y)A9 DR(X, Y)A)

= (R(X, Y)]Π*A, R(X, Y)D(A)) .

If we take

(5.9) R(A,B,X, Y) = <A,R{X9 Y)By ,

where A,B € @, and X, Y are vector fields, then we have
Theorem 5.3. // D is Riemannian with respect to < , >, then

R(A,B, X, Y) = -R(A, B, Y, X) ,

R(A,B,X9Y)= -R(B,A,X,Y) .
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Proof. The first of (5.10) follows from the antisymmetry R(X, Y) =
—R(Y, X), and the second from the parallelism of D with respect to < , )> by
noting that

+ (A,DXDYB} ,

[X, Y](A,B> = <D[2Γ>Γ]Λ,B> + (A,DίZ>Y1B>

for vector fields X, Y and A, B e @, and hence that

, Y)A, B> + (A, R(X, Y)fl)> = 0 .

We may now define the two second order curvature tensors of a second order
connection D induced from a linear (first order) connection D:

RX(C, E)A = (R(IΠ*C, yi*E)in*A, R(W*C, y

RJC, E)A = (R(D(C), D(E))in*A, Rφ(C), D(E))D(A)) ,

and in the case where D is Riemannian with respect to < , ) we define the
second order Riemann-Christoίfel tensors

RM, B, C, D) = {A, Rτ{C, D)B} ,

RU(A ,B,C,D) = <A, Rn(C, D)B} .

If G(A, B) = <A,A><B9 By - (A, B}2 φ 0, then we define

Kτ(A, B) = Rτ(A, B, A, B)/G(A, B) ,

Kn(A, B) = Rn(A,B, A, B)/G(A,B) .

Upon taking X = \Π*A, Y = \Π*B in Rτ and X = D(A), Y = 5(B) in i^π

of (3.12) it follows from (5.10) that Kt, for i = I, Π, has the property

Kt(A,B) = JCiCBM) = Kι(rA,sB) = ^ U + «,B) .

Thus, if G04,5) ^ 0, and A, B are linearly independent (and ad — d> φ 0),

then

(5.14) XiU,B) = £ * M + fcJ5,c^ + dB) ,

and we have
Theorem 5.4. For each point pεM let A,Be2Mp. Then the scalars

Kτ(A,B) and KU(A,B) depend only upon the subspace of 2MP spanned by A
and B. We call Kτ and Ku the 1st and llnd second order curvatures of M
respectively.
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Remark. If IΠ*A = X, D(A) = 0, \Π*B = Y, 5(B) =^0, then K^A, B)
— K(X, Y) where K is the usual (first order) curvature of D.
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